1st Place Appliqué Large
Joan Coats
Eastern Energy

2nd Place Appliqué Large
Laurie L. Rott
Affairs of the Heart

3rd Place Appliqué Large
Mary Rose Mittelstadt
Untitled

1st Place Appliqué Wallhanging
Kathleen M. Johnson
Flambouyant

2nd Place Appliqué Wallhanging
Nancy Nelson
Climbing Vines

3rd Place Appliqué Wallhanging
Linda Richter
A Celtic Sampler

1st Place Art/Pictoral
Vicki A. Gaulrapp
Psychedelic Zebras

2nd Place Art/Pictoral
Jeanne Pfister
Razzmatazz

3rd Place Art/Pictoral
Rosalie Baker
Old Town Window

1st Place Group Quilt
Connie Rodman
Quilted by Connie Rodman
Lisa & Scott’s Butterfly Garden

2nd Place Group Quilt
Pinetree Patchworkers
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Quilted by Brenda Leino
Midsummer Medley
3rd Place Group Quilt
Terry Krysan
Appliqued by Kathy Shier
Quilted by Page Johnson
Vintage Garden

1st Place Master Class
Betty Ekern Suiter
Grace Unfolding

2nd Place Master Class
Annette M. Hendricks
Moon Dance

3rd Place Master Class
Gail Stepanek
Quilted by Monica Troy
November Fields

1st Place Non-Traditional One Person Large
Cindy Starkey Robinson
Celebration!

2nd Place Non-Traditional One Person Large
Elizabeth Ofstead
Profusion of Flowers

1st Place Non-Traditional Two Person Large
Judith Dulski
Quilted by Michelle Miller
Kachina Sunrise

3rd Place
Non-Traditional Two Person Large
Sharon Jones
Quilted by Carol Hilton
Backroads of the South

1st Place
Non-Traditional One Person Wallhanging
Karen Wallach
Look In My Garden
2nd Place Non-Traditional One Person Wallhanging
Lucy A. Senstad
Wa Reng (What’s Happening)

3rd Place Non-Traditional One Person Wallhanging
Carroll Lee Stolz
Shadow Blossoms in Pastel #2

1st Place Non-Traditional Two Person Wallhanging
Shelli Ricci
Quilted by Page Johnson
Funkadelic

2nd Place Non-Traditional Two Person Wallhanging
Peggy Spitzer
Quilted by Loi Olek
In Sunshine and In Shadow

3rd Place Non-Traditional Two Person Wallhanging
Melissa Griggs
Quilted by Carol Brown
Add a Little, or A Lot of Sparkle

1st Place Show Chair’s Choice
Garden of Flowers
Sharlene Jackson
Flower Patch

2nd Place Show Chair’s Choice
Garden of Flowers
Karen Wallach
Please Don’t Eat the Daisies

3rd Place Show Chair’s Choice
Garden of Flowers
Polly North
Summer's Last Roses

1st Place Traditional One Person Large
Mary Chalmers
Prince’s Feather, Rising Sun

2nd Place Traditional One Person Large
Twila Richter
Tiger, Tiger, in the Night
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3rd Place Traditional One Person Large
Barbara Clem
Line Dancing

1st Place Traditional Two Person Large
Cheryl M. Bristol
Quilted by Page Johnson
Bukhara Block of the Month

2nd Place Traditional Two Person Large
Sharon L. Mareska
Quilted by Vicky I. Shoup
Broken Star

3rd Place Traditional Two Person Large
Mary Spenningsby
Quilted by Carolyn Heitkamp
Spiked Tropical Punch

1st Place Traditional One Person Wallhanging
Tomi J. Willems
Quilted As Desired

2nd Place Traditional One Person Wallhanging
Lois Pederson
Cascading Colors

3rd Place Traditional One Person Wallhanging
Sharon Dudziak
Dragonfly Dash

1st Place Traditional Two Person Wallhanging
Sandra V. Diehl
Quilted by Carol Hilton
Thoroughbreds

2nd Place Traditional One Person Wallhanging
Fawn Wright
Quilted by Eileen Leither
Dinner with Wine

Judge’s Choice Bonnie Browning
Claudia Clark Myers
Quilted by Marilyn Badger
Floradora
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Judge’s Choice Rita Hutchens
Shelli Ricci
Quilted by Page Johnson
Funkadelic
Judge’s Choice Cathy Wierzbicki
Kathleen M. Johnson
Garden Party

Show Chair’s Choice Mary Brandt
Jean Lohmar
Oliver’s Twist

Show Chair’s Choice Sue Keimig
Carol Streif
Gram’s Legacy

Grand Prize Challenge
1st Place Challenge Wearable/3-D
Lou Roos
Kaleidoscopic Aurora

2nd Place Challenge Wearable/3-D
Yvonne Curran
Dancing Lights

1st Place Challenge Wallhanging
Sue Hollingworth Becker
Untitled

2nd Place Challenge Wallhanging
Janet Tangen
Radiant Star

Best Use of All Three Challenge Packets
Norma Reihm
A Night in the North Woods

Challenge Viewer’s Choice Large
Priscilla Handler
Untitled (Postcards)

Non-Judged Viewer’s Choice Large
Pieced by Pat Tollefsrud
Quilted by Sharon Landsworth
So Many Poppies
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Non-Judged Viewer’s Choice
Wallhanging
Kathy Burchill
Fireworks Year Around
Granite City Award Large
Nancy Schmidt
Quilted by Lori Allison
Yin and Yang

Granite City Award Wallhanging
Anna VanDemark
Madame Butterfly

Best Hand Quilting
Jane Holihan
Victorian Elegance

Best of Show Domestic Machine Quilting
Irene Mueller
Stars Over Aspenhof

Best Longarm Machine Quilting
Carolyn Peters
Quilted by Judy Niemi
Floral Splendor

Best of Show Wallhanging
Leigh Elking
Earthen Waves

Best of Show Large
Vallie Schiller
Mille Fleurs